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D. competitive advantage over rival companies
Answer: C
Explanation:
IBM’s comprehensive continuous testing solution covers UI and integration Test
Automation, performance testing and Service Virtualization, ensuring that customers
can approach all of their DevOps testing challenges with confidence.
QUESTION: 37
When helping a DevOps customer through a progressive adoption that starts with the
Plan and Measure as the first step, a sales executive would typically begin with which
Plan and Measure entry point solution?
A. Rational Focal Point
B. Rational Requirements Composer
C. Rational Team Concert
D. SmartCloud Orchestrator
Answer: C
Explanation:
IBM Rational Team Concert – All you need to build great software integrated right out
of the box -- task tracking, source control, Git integration, agile and waterfall planning -so the software delivery team can collaborate to stay aligned while changing the
business goals based on customer feedback.
QUESTION: 38
The Develop and Test entry point of DevOps supports the evolution of the business idea
into a high quality software solution through which three practices?
A. employing lean principles
B. facilitating collaboration between stakeholders
C. coordinating releases across all business units
D. ensuring balance between quality and speed
Answer: A, B, C
Explanation:
Develop / Test

To be competitive, your entire software delivery team needs to rapidly turn business
ideas into a high quality software solutions. Collaborative development and continuous
testing enable the team to apply lean and agile principles to remove waste across the
process and collaborate among all stakeholders so they can strike the optimal balance
between quality and time to market.
QUESTION: 39
What can the highly productive environment for analyzing, coding, compiling, testing,
and debugging delivered by the IBM Integrated Solution for System z Development do?
A. significantly reduce wasted time by generating project schedules
B. cut development costs and cycle time, and improve code quality
C. eliminate the requirements for software and subscription coverage for every
developer
D. transform and extend the connectivity of your terminal applications by extending the
proven business logic.
Answer: A, B, D
QUESTION: 40
DevOps provides significant return on investment in which three areas?
A. enhanced customer experience
B. increased capacity to innovate
C. increased visibility through the pipeline
D. faster time to value
Answer: A, C, D
Explanation:
Examples:
*50%better quality
*Build a delivery pipeline leveraging tools-as-a-service that enables developers to
commit code, test, and deploy to a production environment in minutes reducing the need
for rework and maximizing productivity. *300%increased release frequency,99%faster
releases
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